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Abstract
Microsecond I/O will make data serialization a major bottleneck for datacenter applications. Serialization is fundamentally about data movement: serialization libraries coalesce and flatten in-memory data structures into a single transmittable buffer. CPU-based serialization approaches will hit a performance limit due to data movement overheads and be unable to keep up with modern networks.

We observe that widely deployed NICs possess scatter-gather capabilities that can be re-purposed to accelerate serialization’s core task of coalescing and flattening in-memory data structures. It is possible to build a completely zero-copy, zero-allocation serialization library with commodity NICs. Doing so introduces many research challenges, including using the hardware capabilities efficiently for a wide variety of non-uniform data structures, making application memory available for zero-copy I/O, and ensuring memory safety.
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1 Introduction
The microsecond era is here [5]. As Figure 1 shows, datacenter applications today can achieve microsecond packet round-trip times, reaching single digit RTTs with kernel-bypass. At these latencies, everyday systems services, like data serialization, become unaffordable bottlenecks.

Data serialization [2, 3, 36–38] is important in datacenter applications. Many distributed applications [1, 33, 41], RPC libraries [13], and microservice deployments [10] rely on serialization as a communication primitive, but serialization already causes a big performance penalty. Google reported that Protobuf [37] accounted for 5% of its datacenter cycles [18] in 2015, and we expect the problem to worsen today.

Concretely, we find that Protobuf takes 1.0 µs to serialize and deserialize a simple data structure with a single 1024 byte-sized string. Figure 1 overlays this overhead. Protobuf serialization for this data structure adds a staggering 43% overhead to eRPC [17]. Each extra microsecond of serialization overhead significantly affects the throughput a server can achieve and the number of cores necessary to saturate the network.

The main problem is that general-purpose CPUs cannot perform serialization’s core task efficiently enough. Serialization must move data, because there is fundamental tension between the application’s optimal in-memory layout and the network’s optimal on-the-wire layout for a data structure. Data structures often contain pointers (e.g., trees and graphs), so applications can easily modify data structures without having to re-allocate all the memory contiguously. Serialization coalesces these scattered pointers into a contiguous buffer for transmission. Performing this data movement in software will limit throughput in modern networks.
networks, because it requires copying each field at least once and providing a buffer to store the final result.

Without high performance serialization libraries, applications are forced to hand-roll their own serialization or integrate custom hardware accelerators. Redis [31] improves CPU-based serialization by restricting its functionality, but cannot avoid the overhead required to move memory. The most complicated object Redis can serialize is a list. On the other hand, deploying and integrating custom hardware accelerators that do serialization [15, 28] can be difficult in today’s datacenters as it requires extra coordination between network administrators, offload developers and application developers [22].

Our key observation is that while CPUs coalesce scattered memory regions inefficiently, widely deployed NICs already perform a similar function: scatter-gather. Scatter-gather was designed for high-performance computing, where applications frequently move large, statically-sized chunks of memory between servers. Kernel bypass exposes this NIC capability to the serialization library, but it is not obvious how to directly use it for serialization. Thus, this paper asks: How can we leverage NIC scatter-gather capabilities to build serialization libraries that keep up with modern networks?

The remainder of the paper describes why existing software serialization is inefficient (§2) and a simple use of NIC scatter-gather for serialization (§3). We finally discuss open research questions around building general-purpose serialization libraries with scatter-gather (§4) and related work (§5).

2 The Limits of Software Serialization

This section shows that CPU-based serialization cannot keep up with the peak packet processing throughput of kernel bypass I/O (§2.1), because CPU-based serialization cannot avoid certain data movement overheads (§2.2).

2.1 Software Serialization Hits a Performance Limit

To demonstrate the overhead of serialization, we benchmark three software serialization libraries [36–38] on DPDK and find that they only achieve up to 52% of DPDK’s peak single core throughput. We only consider compilation-based serialization [2, 3, 36, 37] because dynamic type inference at runtime [20, 23] (e.g., Java serialization of arbitrary Java classes) adds unaffordable overheads. We use a data structure with a single 1024-byte string field. Although the data structure is so simple that serialization is theoretically unnecessary, it captures the minimal overhead for serialization today.

The experiment runs on 11 20-core dual socket Xeon Silver 4114 2.2 GHz servers, connected by Mellanox ConnectX-5 100 Gbps NICs and an Arista 7060CX 100 Gbps switch, with a minimum 450 ns of switching latency. We use concurrent, closed-loop clients to send a serialized message to the server, which deserializes, then re-serializes the same payload and returns it to the client. We use a minimal UDP networking stack for DPDK based on LWIP [7].

We show the results in Figure 2. The “No Serialization” line removes serialization and gives the raw networking stack performance. Kernel bypass requires that packet memory lives in pinned, non-swappable pages, so the networking stack still copies application payloads into registered packet memory on transmission and copies packets into general memory on receive. The “DPDK Single Core” line removes these copies and represents the peak, zero-copy processing throughput possible with DPDK. We include another version of Protobuf, “Protobytes”, where the payload is bytes, not a string, as Protobuf spends a significant amount of time in utf8-validation.

**Experiment Results.** FlatBuffers, the fastest serialization baseline, achieves only 5.4 Gbps, about 52% of DPDK’s peak throughput of 10.4 Gbps (highest throughput measured under 15 µs of tail latency), due to two performance gaps. Serialization itself contributes the first 3 Gbps gap between FlatBuffers and No Serialization. Having the networking stack and serialization manage memory separately contributes the 2 Gbps gap between No Serialization and DPDK Single Core. Section 2.2 closely breaks down these gaps.

2.2 Why is Software Serialization So Expensive?

The overhead of moving data on CPUs limits the performance of today’s software serialization libraries. In-memory data structures often contain pointers, so serialization must flatten the data into a contiguous representation. Additionally, sometimes applications use serialization libraries to construct and transmit data structures on-demand to respond to application requests (e.g., returning the value of a range of specified keys in a key-value store).
Table 1: Breakdown of steps to serialize and deserialize a message with a single 1024-byte-sized string field. Cap’n Proto’s encode and decode are zero-copy because the in-memory buffer layout matches the eventual wire format, while Protobuf requires an expensive transformation to the wire format. Both libraries’ copy-based overheads, marked by stars, scale with message size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Protobuf</th>
<th>Cap’n Proto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize Data Structure</td>
<td>34 ns</td>
<td>408 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy String Payload</td>
<td>167 ns*</td>
<td>80 ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encode to Wire Format</td>
<td>351 ns*</td>
<td>53 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode from Wire Format</td>
<td>491 ns*</td>
<td>78 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Overhead</td>
<td><strong>1043 ns</strong></td>
<td><strong>619 ns</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All current serialization libraries, no matter their final wire-format, pay the cost of the copies and allocations required for this data movement. Table 1 breaks down the serialization latencies from Figure 2 with Protobuf and Cap’n Proto (FlatBuffers behaves similarly to Cap’n Proto). After copying the field in (“Copy String Payload”), Protobuf performs an expensive transformation to the on-the-wire format. This transformation causes an additional allocation, copy and utf8-validation during “Encode”, and corresponding costs during “Decode”. Cap’n Proto’s “Encode” and “Decode” are cheaper because the in-memory format matches the wire-format exactly, but even Cap’n Proto must allocate space for the serialized buffer (“Initialize Data Structure”) and copy the payload in (“Copy String Payload”) during transmission. For data structures with large payloads, data movement dominates serialization costs, while converting integers to network ordering, which few wire formats require, adds minimal cost.

The second performance gap in Figure 2 comes from the firm separation between the serialization library and networking stack. Modern kernel bypass engines for high-performance computing, e.g., to optimize MPI communication primitives [8, 32]. Networking stacks [9, 34] have re-purposed scatter-gather to manage sending packets that are larger than the maximum packet buffer size. Serialization differs from these use cases because it needs to move potentially many fields whose size and placement dynamically depend on external data or user requests. This section describes the design of a prototype serialization library for the popular Mellanox CX-5 [25] NIC.

3.1 NIC Scatter-Gather Capabilities

Whether NIC scatter-gather can be used for high-performance serialization depends on its performance properties and restrictions. The section focuses on the Mellanox CX-5; other modern scatter-gather NICs with PCIe interconnects likely behave similarly (§4.1).

Given a list of I/O addresses, a CX-5 makes multiple PCIe requests to coalesce the memory into a single packet. The NIC supports up to 60 scattered memory chunks, but each chunk requires a NIC-to-PCIe round trip. The number of these round trips that can execute concurrently depends on hardware implementation details of the PCIe endpoint at the NIC and the CPU, which we currently do not have knowledge of. To understand this penalty, we ran an experiment where the DPDK echo server described in Section 2.1 transmits a pre-initialized payload of size 1024 bytes (no copies) equally divided into different numbers of chunks to a single client. The RTT increases from 6 µs to a 10.5 µs RTT when the message is sent as a single buffer, versus 60 scatter-gather chunks. Sending back the 1024-byte message as 16 chunks results in higher latency than using FlatBuffers to deserialize, reserialize and transmit the request (which requires copying the payload have a hardware accelerator for coalescing non-contiguous I/O regions: the NIC itself. Modern NICs have scatter-gather engines for high-performance computing, e.g., to optimize MPI communication primitives [8, 32]. Networking stacks [9, 34] have re-purposed scatter-gather to manage sending packets that are larger than the maximum packet buffer size. Serialization differs from these use cases because it needs to move potentially many fields whose size and placement dynamically depend on external data or user requests. This section describes the design of a prototype serialization library for the popular Mellanox CX-5 [25] NIC.

3 Leveraging the NIC for Serialization

Speeding up serialization requires reducing CPU data movement. Our key insight is that datacenter servers already
structure benchmarked in Section 2.1 and how an echo server the interface our library would produce for the simple data directly, rather than moving the memory. Listing 2 shows setter functions store pointers to application memory requires a zero-copy application interface. The generated Serialization API.

Our prototype serialization library ensuring application memory can be used for I/O directly. Section 4.3 discusses research challenges around mission. 3.2 Integrating Networking and Serialization

Core Abstraction: Scatter-Gather Array. Our serialization library’s core abstraction is the scatter-gather array abstraction, shown in Listing 1. Scatter-gather arrays point to application data in their original memory location. When applications call serialize, the library produces a scatter-gather array that can be passed to the networking stack instead of a single buffer. The payload is either pre-initialized (“Zero-Copy”) or copied into the packet (“Copy-Out”). The only discernible difference between copy-out and zero-copy starts at about 512 bytes. Additionally, entries much smaller than 256 bytes could hurt performance. When the NIC reads memory regions over PCIe, the PCIe controller sends back 256-byte-sized memory chunks (the chunk size is a hardware setting). Each chunk contains a header, so the header could dominate in the case of small payloads.

These results indicate that maximum performance on a CX-5 requires passing in I/O lists with entries that are at least 512 bytes large. The “maximum” number of entries in the I/O list depends on the size of each entry as well as how many concurrent DMAs can run. These tradeoffs preclude simple solutions, such as one scatter-gather operation per data structure field.

3.2 Integrating Networking and Serialization

Core Abstraction: Scatter-Gather Array. Our serialization library’s core abstraction is the scatter-gather array abstraction, shown in Listing 1. Scatter-gather arrays point to application data in their original memory location. When applications call serialize, the library produces a scatter-gather array that can be passed to the networking stack instead of a single contiguous buffer. Transmitting scatter-gather arrays is conceptually similar to calling the writev system call [12] in Linux with an iovec data structure, except the Linux kernel still copies the iovec into a contiguous buffer before transmission. Section 4.3 discusses research challenges around ensuring application memory can be used for I/O directly.

Serialization API. Our prototype serialization library requires a zero-copy application interface. The generated setter functions store pointers to application memory directly, rather than moving the memory. Listing 2 shows the interface our library would produce for the simple data structure benchmarked in Section 2.1 and how an echo server could use the interface. However, the library only stores pointers for variable-sized values, such as strings, bytes or nested objects. Maintaining pointers to integer fields would not improve performance (storing the pointer to an integer takes about the same space as storing the integer itself), so the serialize function copies integers into the object header.

The header contains a bitmap to index which fields are present, followed by metadata for each field that is present. For the data structure in Listing 2, the corresponding scatter-gather array points to the object header in the first entry and to the string field in the second entry. The object header contains a bitmap that indexes whether the single field is present or not and an offset which points to the string field if it is present. The resulting wireformat is similar to Cap’n Proto’s wireformat.

Our library can support nested objects and lists, like Cap’n Proto, FlatBuffers and Protobuf. To support a nested field, the object header contains an offset to the nested object’s header (if present). To support a list, the header stores the length of the list and an offset to the actual list data. The final scatter-gather array contains the object header in the first entry (including any nested header data), and pointers to string or bytes fields in further entries from the top-level object as well as any nested objects or lists.

Deserialization API. Deserialization requires turning the received payload back into a pointer-based data structure. This requires linearly scanning through all of the possible fields in the object schema, checking if they are present in the bitmap, and recasting each field offset into a pointer. While linearly scanning through all the fields may add overhead for a data structure with a large number of fields, deserialization

Listing 1: The scatter-gather array, the core abstraction for scatter-gather based serialization.

```c
struct ScatterGatherArray {
    size_t num_entries;
    void * ptrs[MAX_ENTRIES];
    size_t length[MAX_ENTRIES];
};
```

Listing 2: Interface produced by our serialization library in C++, for the listed object schema (in Protobuf syntax), along with example code for an echo server. Unlike prior serialization interfaces, this interface uses zero-copy writes and reads. The serialization library avoids copying fields into a pre-allocated buffer and passes a scatter-gather array to the networking stack for transmission.

```c
message Object { optional string msg = 1; }
class ObjectGenerated {
    std::pair<char *, size_t> get_msg();
    void set_msg(const char *addr, size_t len);
    ScatterGatherArray serialize(size_t num_entries);
    void deserialize(const char *payload);
};
```

ObjectGenerated obj_recv, obj_send;
obj_recv.deserialize(connection.recv());
recved = obj_recv.get_msg();
obj_send.set_msg(recved[0], recved[1]);
ScatterGatherArray sga_send = obj_send.serialize();
connection.send(sga_send);
We implemented this approach for the echo server workload which requires copies. A fully integrated serialization library would know the location of any field’s header information ahead of time. Deserialization could then be a constant-time operation and the library could lazily recover the pointer for any given field when the programmer calls get_field.

Zero-copy deserialization (without copies) causes the application to take ownership of data allocated in the networking stack’s packet buffers, which the networking stack might need to reclaim later. Additionally, unless the application uses in-place updates when writing data from received packets (e.g., a put request in Redis), the deserialized data might need to be “re-scattered” into specific in-memory data structures, which requires copies. A fully integrated serialization library and networking stack would need to deal with memory safety and reclamation on the deserialization path (§4.4).

### 3.3 Prototype Implementation

We implemented this approach for the echo server workload for the data structure in Listing 2 in C++ on top of the same UDP networking stack for DPDK used in Section 2.1. We modified the DPDK datapath to produce a linked list of mbuf packet data structures given the scatter-gather array. The first mbuf contains the packet header with the serialization header copied in. The further mbufs point to the payloads referenced by the scatter-gather array using DPDK’s attach_extbuf API. To comply with kernel bypass I/O memory requirements, the server directly initializes the data structure payload from pre-registered memory. However, Section 4.3 discusses strategies to ensure application memory addresses can be used for I/O.

The prototype implementation achieves about 9.15 Gbps (highest throughput measured under 15µs of tail latency). The prototype’s performance improves on all the serialization libraries and the 1-copy (“No Serialization”) baseline, but falls about 1.2 Gbps short of the optimal DPDK throughput. We speculate this gap comes from inefficient use of scatter-gather entries (allocating an entire mbuf for just the packet header and object header). Nonetheless, this prototype shows that leveraging NIC scatter-gather is a promising way to accelerate serialization.

### 4 Open Research Challenges

Many challenges remain in building general-purpose and usable serialization libraries that leverage NIC scatter-gather. This section covers four areas of future work.

#### 4.1 NIC Support for Scatter-Gather

Building a scatter-gather based serialization library requires modeling the performance trade-offs of scatter-gather, which can vary across NICs as well as device drivers. Modeling scatter-gather in current NICs gives insight into how future NIC designs can better support scatter-gather based serializations. Section 3.1 shows that our PCIe-connected NIC adds overhead for transferring small payloads, so scatter-gather can only help for data structures with large enough payloads. Eliminating the PCIe interconnect in the NIC [24] could change these tradeoffs and make scatter-gather beneficial for data structures with smaller payloads. Additionally, understanding how to manage the number of concurrent PCIe requests would help model the time required to transmit any given scatter-gather array.

#### 4.2 Using Scatter-Gather Efficiently

Translating application data structures into scatter-gather arrays that work efficiently with a specific NIC requires optimizing the memory layout of the scatter-gather array. Data structures could vary in size (many fields or few fields), shape (differently-sized fields) and complexity (contain nested objects). Naively creating one scatter-gather entry per data structure field could add overhead, so the serialization library must modify the memory layout of the scatter-gather array before handing it to the NIC. This optimization encompasses coalescing some fields into larger buffers and keeping some fields as separate entries, given a model of scatter-gather performance.

#### 4.3 Accessing Application Memory for Zero-Copy I/O

A completely zero-copy serialization solution requires using arbitrary application memory for I/O, which raises issues related to programming effort and memory fragmentation. Kernel bypass requires that any memory used for I/O lives in pinned and backed pages, because the virtual to physical mappings of this memory must remain the same during the program lifetime. As a result, pinning an entire application’s memory for kernel bypass I/O could lead the OS to allocate large amounts of memory that the application will never use. For memory-intensive datacenter workloads, this could impact the performance of other processes or even the ability for other applications to share infrastructure. Thus, the networking stack and serialization library must understand which application memory will be used for I/O and must be pinned.

Pinning memory on demand in the networking stack seems promising but would hinder performance on the packet-processing fast path. On-demand pinning would tell the networking stack which data needs to be pinned, but would add the overhead of a system call to packet transmission. Some NICs have additional penalties to consider. Mellanox NICs require memory registration, so the device can do address translation. However, the NIC can only hold a fixed number of address mappings. Fetching a mapping, done when the first address in a newly mapped region is transmitted, adds a 1µs latency penalty. If the networking stack registers too many regions, some mappings might fall out of the NIC memory, causing an effect similar to a cache miss.
A new class of kernel bypass-aware memory allocators [40, 42] could enable zero-copy dataflows, but raises research challenges related to application integration and memory fragmentation. They could pin large regions of memory beforehand and allocate “dataplane” memory directly into these regions, while allocating “control” memory into a normal heap. To do this transparently, allocators would need to understand which data needs to be registered with minimal programming effort, perhaps with some sort of compiler-based control flow analysis [4]. To enable multi-tenancy and minimize interference with other processes, the allocators need to to minimize memory fragmentation and understand how to give up unused memory back to the OS.

4.4 Providing Zero-Copy I/O with Memory Safety

A zero-copy serialization stack must provide memory safety, in the form of write and free protection during transmission, and a memory management scheme on the deserialization path. As the Demikernel paper [42] suggests, the memory allocator could provide free protection by adding a reference count to any buffers that are transmitted.

However, providing transparent, efficient write protection from concurrent memory accesses between the NIC and CPU is an open problem. Relying on Linux write protection would add the overhead of a page fault to kernel bypass applications [11]. The networking stack could adopt techniques from recent work [6] to use cache invalidation to detect when addresses are being overwritten and accordingly respond, but this requires custom hardware. Relying on a memory-safe language such as Rust to build the serialization library and networking stack would not protect against read-write races between the NIC hardware and CPU.

On the deserialization path, the networking stack may need to eventually reclaim application buffers (e.g., if an application uses an in-place update to write a value from a received packet). If the application does not free received buffers in time, the networking stack could run out of memory.

5 Related Work

Serialization Acceleration. Many libraries attempt to improve CPU-based serialization by optimizing their wire format [36,38], employing SIMD parallelism for decoding [21], or reducing the overhead of type inference in dynamic serialization [20, 23]. These approaches do not remove the fundamental cost required to move memory in software. As a result, recent research proposes offloading serialization to custom accelerators [15, 28, 39] or directly within SSDs for storage [35]. Unlike these accelerators, the scatter-gather functionality already exists in widely used NICs.

Kernel Bypass Systems. Our work is enabled by recent kernel bypass I/O frameworks that expose NIC interfaces directly to applications in userspace [14, 30, 34] to eliminate OS level packet processing overheads. Many recent kernel bypass networking stacks [26,27,29,42] build on top of these interfaces to provide APIs to applications while offering low latency, optimized thread scheduling, or zero-copy I/O. eRPC [17] offers general-purpose RPC for commodity networking hardware, and zero-copy networking. None of these systems directly offer general-purpose, zero-copy, data structure serialization as a programming primitive, which requires scatter-gather.

Scatter-Gather Capabilities. High-performance computing applications have used scatter-gather to optimize MPI all-to-all communication primitives [8], or provide zero-copy communication over MPI derived datatypes [32]. Kesavan, et al. [19] uses scatter-gather to measure when zero-copy helps an in-memory database, but does not consider serialization of arbitrary data structures. Derecho [16], a recent SMR system, uses scatter-gather to provide zero-copy I/O for scattered data structures, but relies on specific layouts of data structures provided by their memory allocator. We propose designing general-purpose serialization for application data in arbitrary memory layouts.

6 Conclusion

As link speeds have increased, servers have less cycles to process packets. Object serialization is a core component of datacenter systems, but it cannot keep up with modern networks. We identify that CPU-based software serialization is inherently inefficient, as it relies the CPU to perform data movement. We propose using a hardware capability already present in widely deployed NICs to accelerate serialization: NIC scatter-gather functionality. Our prototype shows that by leveraging NIC scatter-gather to offload data movement from the CPU to the NIC, it is possible to build a zero-copy and zero-allocation serialization library. We identify several areas of future work: better hardware support for scatter-gather, using scatter-gather efficiently, providing transparent memory registration, and ensuring memory safety with zero-copy.
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